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1 Modeling Movement-Induced Errors in AC
2 Electromagnetic Trackers
3 Mutaz Tuffaha , Øyvind Stavdahl , and Ann-Katrin Stensdotter

4 Abstract—Error analysis of electromagnetic motion tracking systems is of growing interest to many researchers. Under sensor

5 movement, it is logical to presume that the error in position and orientation measurements will increase due to the linearization used in

6 the algorithms, among other reasons. In this article, we analyze theoretically the error, that results from linearization, in position

7 measurement of the Polhemus tracking system for a moving sensor. We derive formulas to estimate this error in terms of the sensor

8 position and speed. Then, we verify these formulas by numerical simulations.

9 Index Terms—Q1 .

Ç

10 1 INTRODUCTION

11 BECAUSE they do not require a direct line of sight, electro-
12 magnetic motion tracking systems (EMTS) have been used
13 in many research arenas such as, inter alia, computer-
14 assisted medical interventions [1], Biomechanical move-
15 ments analysis [2] and [3], Robotics [4], virtual/aug-
16 mented/mixed reality and simulators [5] and [6]. Usage of
17 EMTS in these contexts range from capturing the geometry
18 and movements of the real-world objects and actors for geo-
19 metric modeling purposes to intuitive use interfaces for
20 advanced visualization applications.
21 Since the pioneering work in [7], many papers and pat-
22 ents have been written in which the authors have been try-
23 ing to exploit magnetic field theory to track moving objects.
24 Simultaneously, many manufacturers have been competing
25 to introduce EMTS. For surveys on the various techniques
26 and manufacturers of EMTS, the reader is advised to see
27 e.g., [1], [5], or [8].
28 On the other hand, many researchers have been inter-
29 ested in investigating the accuracy of such systems. The
30 authors in [1] classify the errors of EMTS into static and
31 dynamic. Static errors are encountered when the sensor is
32 fixed, while dynamic errors arise due to sensor movement
33 [1]. The sources of the errors in such systems can be classi-
34 fied, also according to [1] into: Inherent System Errors (such
35 as noise of the field generator), Field Distortion Errors

36(resulting from interference with ferromagnetic materials or
37electromagnetic fields other than the field generated by the
38system in the surrounding), and Motion-Induced Errors
39(resulting from the motion of the sensor).
40Because manufacturers usually prefer to keep the details
41of their products covert, and because the algorithms and
42techniques used in EMTS span a wide range of theories
43and inventions, investigating the accuracy of such systems
44theoretically would be very challenging. Furthermore, the
45complexity of the analysis multiplies as the sources of
46errors, mentioned earlier, vary in nature and contribution.
47That is why the researchers prefer the experimental study
48of the accuracy over the theoretical analysis. Experiments
49can be carried out by using special apparatuses or phan-
50toms, and then the measurements are usually compared
51with a specific gold standard. The phantoms can be sta-
52tionary if the static accuracy is under investigation such as
53a plate or pegboard [9], while moving phantoms such as a
54pendulum [10] or a moving plate [11] are used to investi-
55gate the dynamic accuracy.
56To our best knowledge, very few studies on the theoreti-
57cal analysis were published. For example, the authors in
58[12] showed, theoretically and experimentally, that the error
59due to electrical fields and nearby metals increases as the
60fourth power of the distance from the transmitter, but they
61considered stationary sensors only. Another example can be
62found in [13] where the author proposed an algorithm to
63track objects through-the-earth such as in drill guidance
64and mine rescue. Further, he did some sensitivity analysis
65of his own algorithm and found some limits on the error in
66position and orientation errors, but he also did not consider
67the dynamics of the sensor [13].
68We believe that it is important to study and analyze the
69mathematical algorithm used by a particular EMTS, espe-
70cially when it comes to dynamic accuracy of that specific
71EMTS. Most of the algorithms used by manufacturers
72depend on some kind of linearization to determine the posi-
73tion and orientation, in other words, six degrees of freedom
74(DOF) of the moving sensor. This linearization by itself
75introduces some error, especially as the speed increases.
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76 Obviously, the linearization is not the only source of error,
77 and perhaps not the most influential one. However, it is cer-
78 tainly a source of error that needs to be quantified and taken
79 into consideration when analyzing the error of EMTS, and
80 this is the topic of this paper.
81 Some of the current authors participated in a previous
82 work on head stabilization [14], and they used LIBERTY
83 system [15] from Polhemus [16], in their experiments. Thus,
84 dynamic accuracy of this EMTS is of particular interest.
85 Actually, Polhemus was one of the first companies to intro-
86 duce EMTS based on the work in e.g., [17] and [18]. Fortu-
87 nately, the algorithm described in [17] is still used by
88 Polhemus after almost 40 years. The technical support in
89 Polhemus confirmed that the basic concept of tracking is
90 still as described in [17], but of course over all these years
91 they have been developing and improving their system by
92 using the most cutting-edge techniques in electronics and
93 signal processing.
94 So, in this work we theoretically investigate the dynamic
95 error in position and orientation measurements by Polhe-
96 mus EMTS according to their published algorithm in [17].
97 We further derive formulas to estimate the error in position
98 measurements at fixed orientation in terms of the position
99 and speed of the sensor in spherical coordinates. Then, we

100 show by simulations that the proposed formulas are accu-
101 rate even when the orientation changes, as long as the rates
102 of change of the Euler angles are not large. It is worth men-
103 tioning here that we are investigating the error due to line-
104 arization only that results from the motion of the sensor.
105 Thus, we do not consider the field distortion errors that
106 result from the interference with ferromagnetic materials or
107 other electromagnetic fields. We do all our analysis in
108 spherical coordinates, but extending the proposed formulas
109 to Cartesian coordinates would not be problematic.
110 The proposed formulas show that this error increases or
111 accumulates with time systematically as the sensor moves,
112 even if the speed is constant. In addition, those formulas
113 can predict the singularities around which the error may
114 explode. Our simulations confirm those conclusions, as will
115 be shown later.
116 The importance of the proposed formulas is twofold.
117 First, they are of great interest to the researchers who are
118 interested in error analysis of EMTS and the manufacturers
119 for development purposes. Moreover, the proposed error
120 model can be used for any system that uses this type of line-
121 arization. The paper is organized as follows. In the subse-
122 quent section we present a summary of the basic algorithm
123 used by Polhemus, as explained in [17], and we state the
124 problem. In Section 3, we derive the proposed formulas that
125 can be used to quantify the error in position measurements
126 assuming fixed orientation. In Section 4, we investigate the
127 error in orientation measurements and we discuss the influ-
128 ence of changing the orientation on the proposed formulas.
129 In the last section we draw our conclusions.

130 2 THE BASIC ALGORITHM AND PROBLEM

131 STATEMENT

132 In this section, we summarize the basic algorithm used by Pol-
133 hemus system, as described in [17]. This algorithm depends on
134 the orthogonal rotationalmatrices given in Table 1.

135The source has three orthogonal coils, so three distinct
136excitation states can be used, as follows:

S1 ¼
1
0
0

2
4

3
5;S2 ¼

0
1
0

2
4

3
5and S3 ¼

0
0
1

2
4

3
5; (1)

138138

139where each one describes the excitation in one coil. Assum-
140ing that the three coils of the source are identical, the output
141of the source can be represented by a vector f1 ¼
142½f1x; f1y; f1z�T . In this model, the source and the sensor are
143considered as point source and point sensor. Now, if the
144sensor is located at position ðr;a1;b1Þ relative to the source
145spherical coordinate frame i.e., the coordinate system cen-
146tered at the source with its x� , y� and z� axes are aligned
147with the fixed source coils, the output of an equivalent
148source whose x� axis is aligned with the line connecting
149the sensor and the source can be described by [17]:

f2 ¼ Tb1Ta1f1: (2)
151151

152Because the wavelength of the used excitation signal is
153much longer than the distance between the source and the
154sensor, near-field components are only considered. Hence,
155the output of the source coils at the sensor position can be
156modeled by [17]:

f3 ¼ C

r3
Sf2; (3)

158158

159where C is a constant depends on the magnetic coupling
160between the source and the sensor, and S describes that cou-
161pling and is given by [17]:

S ¼
1 0 0
0 � 1

2 0
0 0 � 1

2

2
4

3
5: (4)

163163

164Then, to make the sensor output oriented with the source
165frame, one needs to rotate the sensor output in reverse
166direction to obtain a zero-oriented output as [17]:

f4 ¼ T�a1T�b1f3: (5)
168168

169Finally, assuming that the sensor orientation can be
170described by three angles ðc1; u1;f1Þ from the sensor frame,
171which is now aligned with the source frame, the sensor out-
172put after inserting (2), (3) and (5) is given by [17]:

TABLE 1
List of Rotation Matrices

2 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS
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f5 ¼Tf1Tu1Tc1
f4

¼ C

r3
Tf1Tu1Tc1

T�a1T�b1STb1Ta1f1

¼ C

r3
Qf1:

(6)

174174

175 The sensor also has three coils, and thus three measure-
176 ments can be taken from the sensor. We represent them
177 here by the following three row vectors:

MT
1 ¼

1
0
0

2
4

3
5;MT

2 ¼
0
1
0

2
4

3
5and MT

3 ¼
0
0
1

2
4

3
5: (7)

179179

180 This algorithm assumes that the output of each sensor coil
181 corresponding to each excitation state can be distinguished,
182 separately. This means that three different measurements
183 M1f5, M2f5 and M3f5 can be taken for each one of excitation
184 states S1, S2 and S3 when used as inputs for f1. Thus, we
185 end up with nine different measurements at each time
186 instant which are more than enough to determine the posi-
187 tion ðr;a1;b1Þ and the orientation ðc1; u1;f1Þ, or the so-
188 called 6 DOF. In practice, this requires some sort of multi-
189 plexing (time, frequency or similar) or modulation to distin-
190 guish the outputs of the sensor coils for each excitation
191 state. Unfortunately, the authors in [17] did not specify
192 which type of multiplexing the company uses. Let us, from
193 here on, presume that the nine measurements can be taken
194 simultaneously, or at least the time gaps between those
195 measurements (assuming time multiplexing) are so small
196 compared to the updating time, as will be explained later.
197 Obviously, the transformation matrix Q 2 R3�3 in (6) is
198 highly nonlinear because of the many products of the sines
199 and cosines of different angles. Hence, there could be no
200 way to find the six unknowns even with the nine equations
201 from the nine measurements. Instead, the authors in [17]
202 proposed to linearize this transformation by what they
203 called previous measurement technique. Actually, the idea is
204 so intuitive. The nine measurements described above are
205 taken and updated at every time step DTu. In this technique,
206 it is assumed that the estimates of the position ðr̂; â1; b̂1Þ
207 and the orientation ðĉ1; û1; f̂1Þ at the previous time step are
208 known. Then, the position and orientation at the current
209 time step can be determined as follows. The output of the
210 source at the current time step f1 can be determined from
211 the output of the source at the previous time step f0 by [17]:

f1 ¼ T�â1T�b̂1
f0: (8)

213213

214 Similarly, the sensor output f5 can be rotated in reverse
215 direction to make it zero-oriented based on the previous
216 measurement as [17]:

f6 ¼ T�ĉ1
T�û1

T�f̂1
f5: (9)

218218

219 Then, the output should be rotated by the previous measured
220 angles to make it aligned with the source again, as [17]:

f7 ¼ Tb̂1
Tâ1f6: (10)

222222

223Inserting (8), (9) and (10) in (6), one gets:

f7 ¼ C

r3
Rf0; (11)

225225

226where

R ¼Tb̂1
Tâ1T�ĉ1

T�û1
Tf1�f̂1

Tu1Tc1�a1T�b1 . . .

. . .STb1Ta1�â1T�b̂1
:

(12)

228228

229As a matter of fact, the differences between the previous
230and current measurements of the position and orientation
231are supposed to be small if the updating time DTu is small
232enough, and the velocities or rates of change are not so
233high. Let Da1, Db1, Dc1, Du1 and Df1, be the differences
234between the current and previous measurements of the
235angle a1; . . . ;f1, respectively, such that [17]:

Da1 ¼ a1 � â1; (13)
237237

238and so on. Note that the incremental angles Da1; . . . ;Df1 are
239measured in the source frame coordinates. However, those
240incremental angles can also be measured in what the
241authors in [17] called tracking frame coordinates, which is
242defined by rotations from the source frame by the previ-
243ously estimated angles â1 and b̂1. The corresponding incre-
244mental changes of the angles in the tracking frame are
245denoted by Da0; . . . ;Df0. By using those definitions, the
246authors showed that the R matrix in (12) can be approxi-
247mated by [17]:

eR ¼

1 3
2Da0 � 1

2Dc0 � 3
2Db0 þ 1

2Du0

3
2Da0 � Dc0 � 1

2 � 1
2Df0

� 3
2Db0 þ Du0

1
2Df0 � 1

2

2
66664

3
77775:

(14)
249249

250As explained before, since the outputs in the three coils of
251the sensor can be measured for the three excitation states
252(simultaneously), the nine elements of the eR matrix can be
253determined and hence the incremental angles. First of all,
254assuming that the constant C in (11) is known, the estimate
255of the distance r from the source is obtained from (14) by:

~r ¼
ffiffi
½

p
3� C

2M1RS1
¼

ffiffi
½

p
3� �C

2M2RS2
¼

ffiffi
½

p
3� �C

2M3RS3
:

(15)
257257

258Then, the incremental angles measured in the tracking
259frame can be approximated as follows [17]:

fDa0 ¼ 2~r3

3C
2M1RS2 �M2RS1ð Þ

fDb0 ¼
2~r3

3C
M3RS1 � 2M1RS3ð Þ

fDc0 ¼
2~r3

C
M1RS2 �M2RS1ð Þ

fDu0 ¼ 2~r3

C
M3RS1 �M1RS3ð Þ

fDf0 ¼
2~r3

C
M3RS2 ¼ � 2~r3

C
M2RS3:

(16)

261261
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262 The next step is to transform the incremental angles from
263 the tracking frame to the source frame. To this end, the
264 authors in [17] showed that:

fDa1 ¼
fDa0

cosb1

s.t. b1 6¼ �p

2
; fDb1 ¼ fDb0; (17)

266266

267 and

fDf1 cos û1

fDu1
fDc1 � fDf1 sin û1

2
66664

3
77775 ¼ Tĉ1�â1

T�b̂1

fDf0

fDu0
fDc0

2
66664

3
77775: (18)

269269

270 Finally, the previous measurements â1; . . . ; f̂1 are updated

271 by adding the incremental angles fDa1; . . . ; fDf1. Note that in

the above equations we use the tilde sign(~:) to denote the

approximation of the true value, as will be explained in the

next section. One can locate the following possible sources

of errors in this algorithm:

272 1) The assumption that the near-field component only
273 is significant. However, this assumption is justified
274 within the measuring volume recommended by the
275 manufacturer (< 3m) because the carrier frequencies,
276 usually in the range of 7-14 kHz [17], yield wave-
277 lengths in the 215-430 m range.
278 2) The linearization and the approximation of the
279 matrix eR. Note that eR given in (14) is not equal to the
280 original R in (12). The authors used eR to derive for-
281 mulas to obtain the estimates of the position and ori-
282 entation as given in (15) and (16). In practice, the
283 measurements are taken from the coils of the sensor
284 whose position and orientation are described by R
285 not eR. That is why we wrote the formulas in (15) and
286 (16) in terms of R. And that is why we used the tilde
287 sign (~:) to emphasize the idea that the obtained incre-
288 mental angles are only estimates of the real ones.
289 3) Transforming from the tracking to the source frame.
290 The incremental angles Da0; . . . ;Df0 measured in the
291 tracking frame obtained from (16) are transformed
292 by (17) and (18) into the incremental angles
293 Da1; . . . ;Df1 measured in the source frame to be
294 used to update the previous measurements.
295 Although the derivations of the transformation rules
296 in (17) and (18) look logical, and they prove to be
297 good approximations, there are two possible sources
298 of error. First, the singularities of the transfer func-
299 tions. For the incremental angle fDa0, the transforma-
300 tion is obtained by dividing by cosb1. The authors in
301 [17] stated that alternative formulas must be used
302 when b1 � � p

2 . Unfortunately, the authors in [17]
303 did not propose any alternative formula. The same
304 can be said about dividing by cos û1 to obtain the
305 incremental roll angle Def1. Second, and more signifi-
306 cantly, the accumulation of the error resulting from
307 those transformation rules. Consider again the trans-
308 formation rule in (17), for example. The algorithm
309 cannot divide by the real angle b1 because it is not
310 known. Instead it must use the latest known value,

311that is eb1. Thus, the error in measuring this angle
312will propagate through the whole algorithm and
313accumulate as the time progresses.
314Actually, the error due to linearization and transforma-
315tion, explained in the last two points above, is the topic of
316this work.

3173 ERROR ANALYSIS: CONSTANT ORIENTATION

318In this section, we analyze the error in position measure-
319ments, assuming that the orientation of the sensor is kept
320constant. From here on, we use the tilde sign (~:) to denote
321the approximated values. We also use the symbol �x to
322denote the error between x and the approximation ~x, for
323any variable x.

3243.1 Mathematical Model of the Error

325Let _a1ðtÞ and _b1ðtÞ denote the rate of change of the azimuth
326and elevation angles, respectively, of the sensor with respect
327to the source frame. Since the measurements are updated
328every DTu, the measured rate of change of the azimuth and

329the elevation angles are given by ð eDa1DTu
Þ and ð eDb1DTu

Þ, respec-
330tively. Note that the measured angular velocities are con-
331stant over DTu time period, while the real velocities may
332change over the same period. Let us now define the error in
333measuring the elevation angle as:

� _b1ðtÞ ¼ _b1ðtÞ � e_b1 ¼ _b1ðtÞ �
fDb1

DTu
; (19)

335335

336and

�Db1ðtÞ ¼ Db1ðtÞ � fDb1ðtÞ: (20)

338338

339where, in the last equation, we consider Db1ðtÞ ¼
340

R tþDTu
t

_b1ðtÞdt to allow for changing velocities. From the

basic definitions in (19) and (20) one can obtain the follow-

ing important result:

�Db1ðtÞ ¼ Db1ðtÞ � _b1ðtÞDTu þ � _b1ðtÞDTu: (21)

341The result above basically means that the errors in measur-
342ing the incremental elevation angle and its rate of change
343are proportional. Then, the error in measuring the elevation
344angle can be defined as:

�b1ðtÞ ¼ b1ðtÞ � eb1ðtÞ; (22)
346346

347which can be simplified by using (19) and (20) to:

�b1ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

_b1ðtÞdt �
Xt
DTu

i¼1

gDb1ðiDTuÞ

¼
Z t

0

_b1ðtÞdt �
1

DTu

Z t

0

gDb1ðtÞdt

¼
Z t

0

� _b1ðtÞdt ¼
1

DTu

Z t

0

�Db1ðtÞdt:

(23)

349349

350So, our strategy to find the error �b1 goes as follows. First,
351we find an estimate of � _b1 from (19). Second, we obtain an
352estimate of �Db1 from (21). Then, we find �b1 from (23) above.
353For the azimuth angle we follow exactly the same strategy.

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS
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354 First:

� _a1ðtÞ ¼ _a1ðtÞ � e_a1 ¼ _a1ðtÞ �
fDa1

DTu
: (24)

356356

357 Then:

�Da1ðtÞ ¼ Da1ðtÞ � _a1ðtÞDTu þ � _a1ðtÞDTu: (25)

359359

360 Afterwards, the error in azimuth angle will be determined
361 by:

�a1ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

� _a1ðtÞdt ¼
1

DTu

Z t

0

�Da1ðtÞdt: (26)

363363

364 Finally, the error in the measured distance between the
365 source and the sensor can be defined as:

�rðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ � ~rðtÞ: (27)
367367

368 Note that the estimate of distance ~r according to this algo-
369 rithm is obtained from (15), and it is not obtained by finding
370 the increments from the previous measurement as is done
371 with the azimuth and elevation angles. Thus, we suffice by
372 finding the error in measuring the distance because the
373 error in its rate of change will not be required.
374 To this end, we discuss how to obtain estimates of � _b1 and
375 � _a1 . In order to do that, we keep in mind that the estimated

376 increments fDb0 and
fDa0 in (16) depend on the real transfor-

377 mation matrix R in (12) not its approximation eR in (14), as
378 explained before. Besides, the transformation matrix R
379 results from the sequence of rotations between the real posi-
380 tion (not the measured position) at time t and that at tþ
381 DTu. So, we need to distinguish between the previous real
382 position defined by the coordinates ðr̂; â1; b̂1Þ ¼ ðrðt�
383 DTuÞ;a1ðt� DTuÞ;b1ðt� DTuÞÞ, and the previous measured

384 coordinates denoted, from here on, by ðêr; êa1;
ê
b1Þ.

385 3.2 Error Realization

386 We have the recipe now to find the error. Let us assume that
387 the elevation, azimuth and range of the sensor are changing
388 at the rates _b1, _a1 and _r, respectively. Then, we find the real

389 increment fDb0 from (16) and (17) by using the real R in (12)
390 and substitute in (19).
391 Actually, even with Symbolic Math Toolbox in MATLAB,
392 obtaining formulas for the above error would not be trivial,
393 and the obtained formulas will be so long to be inserted
394 here. However, with some trigonometry and some approxi-
395 mations one can obtain:

� _b1ðtÞ ¼ _b1ðtÞ �
sin ð2Db1Þ cos ðDa1Þ

DTukðtÞ
� sin ð2b1Þ sin 2ðDa1Þ

2DTukðtÞ ;

(28)

397397

398 where

kðtÞ ¼ 2� 3 sin 2ðDb1Þ � 3 cos 2b1 cos
2b̂1 sin

2ðDa1Þ;
(29)

400400

401and

Db1ðtÞ ¼
Z tþDTu

t

_b1ðtÞdt

Da1ðtÞ ¼
Z tþDTu

t

_a1ðtÞdt:
(30)

403403

404Our simulations show that, when the rate of change of the
405distance _r is not so high, the factor kðtÞ above can be
406approximated by 2, and hence:

� _b1ðtÞ ¼ _b1ðtÞ �
sin ð2Db1Þ cos ðDa1Þ

2DTu

� sin ð2b1Þ sin 2ðDa1Þ
4DTu

;

(31)

408408

409which yields when inserted in (21):

�Db1ðtÞ ¼ Db1ðtÞ �
sin ð2Db1Þ cos ðDa1Þ

2

� sin ð2b1Þ sin 2ðDa1Þ
4

:

(32)

411411

412Finding the error in measuring the elevation angle �b1ðtÞ
413requires finding the integral in (23) analytically, and that is
414tedious. However, numerical evaluation of that integral will
415do the job, as will be shown in the simulations part. Analo-
416gously, finding the real increment fDa0 from (16) and (17) by
417using the real R in (12), substituting it in (24) and with the
418help of Symbolic Math Toolbox in MATLAB, the error in
419measuring azimuth rate of change reads:

� _a1ðtÞ ¼ _a1ðtÞ � 2 sin ðDa1Þ cos ðDb1Þ
DTukðtÞ : (33)

421421

422In fact, the formula above does not take into consideration
423the problem of the error propagation explained earlier. To
424elaborate, the incremental angles Da0 in the tracking frame
425are transformed to Da1 in the source frame by dividing by
426cos ðb1Þ as shown in (17). However, the algorithm can not
427use the real value of b1 because it is not available. Instead,
428the algorithm must use the approximation eb1. Thus, the
429errors � _a1ðtÞ and �Da1ðtÞmay explode when the error in mea-
430suring the angle b1 accumulates. In order to take this accu-
431mulation into consideration, we propose to modify the
432formula in (33) into:

� _a1ðtÞ ¼ _a1ðtÞ � sin ðDa1Þ cos ðDb1Þ cos ðb1Þ
DTu cos ðeb1Þ

: (34)

434434

435Note here also that the factor kðtÞ in the above formula is
436approximated by 2 as was done in (31). Now, we need to
437find an expression for eb1 in terms of the real velocities and
438angles. To this end, we use the error �b1 defined in (22).
439Thus, the error � _a1ðtÞ can be described by:

� _a1ðtÞ ¼ _a1ðtÞ � sin ðDa1Þ cos ðDb1Þ cos ðb1Þ
DTu cos ðb1 � �b1Þ

: (35)

441441
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442 Inserting (35) in (25) results in:

�Da1ðtÞ ¼ Da1ðtÞ � sin ðDa1Þ cos ðDb1Þ cos ðb1Þ
cos ðb1 � �b1Þ

: (36)

444444

445 One more time, we use numerical integration to find the
446 error �a1ðtÞ in (26). Finally, the error �r can be determined by
447 finding ~r from (15) by using the real R in (12) and substitut-
448 ing it in (27). With the help of Symbolic Math Toolbox in
449 MATLAB and some algebraic manipulation, the error is
450 described by:

�rðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ 1�
ffiffi
½

p
3� 2

kðtÞ
� �

: (37)

452452

453 Note that if we approximate kðtÞ by 2 as was done before,
454 the error �r will be zero. When we present our simulations
455 in the subsequent section, we will see that �r is much less
456 than the other errors, as expected from the formula above.
457 However, we keep the factor kðtÞ for the sake of complete-
458 ness and to check our model.
459 The following can be stated about the given formulas:

460 1) As DTu ! 0, Da1 ! Db1 ! 0, and thus it can be eas-
461 ily shown that:

lim
DTu!0

� _b1ðtÞ ¼ lim
DTu!0

�Db1ðtÞ ¼ lim
DTu!0

�b1ðtÞ ¼
lim

DTu!0
� _a1ðtÞ ¼ lim

DTu!0
�Da1ðtÞ ¼ lim

DTu!0
�a1ðtÞ ¼

lim
DTu!0

�rðtÞ ¼0

(38)

463463

464

465 2) The errors � _a1 , �Da1 and �a1 escape to �1 whenever
466 b1 � �b1 ¼ �ð2nþ 1Þ p2 because of the factor cos ðb1 �
467 �b1Þ placed in the denominator in (35) to account for
468 the error propagation.
469 3) The errors in the azimuth and elevation measure-
470 ments do not depend on the distance rðtÞ.
471 4) The above formulas were obtained assuming that the
472 measurements are updated everyDTu. In practice, lon-
473 ger time intervals can be experienced. Some time is
474 needed for the data processing. Also some time gap is
475 allocated for taking the measurements, especially if
476 multiplexing is used to distinguish the outputs of the
477 three excitation states, as explained before. Should
478 more precise estimations of the errors be required, the
479 above formulas can be modified by increasing DTu to
480 account for those time gaps, assuming that we can
481 obtain good estimations of them.

482 3.3 Numerical Simulations

483 For simulation purposes, the real position of the sensor was
484 modeled as follows:

rðtþ dtÞ
a1ðtþ dtÞ
b1ðtþ dtÞ

2
4

3
5 ¼

rðtÞ
a1ðtÞ
b1ðtÞ

2
4

3
5þ

_rðtÞ
_a1ðtÞ
_b1ðtÞ

2
4

3
5dt; (39)

486486

487 where dtwas assumed one tenth of DTu the update time that
488 was assumed 1

240s as given in the specifications of Polhemus.
489 The initial position of the sensor was assumed at
490 ðr0;a0;b0Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0; 0Þ. The measured position was found by
491 the algorithm described in [17], specifically by using (15),

492(16) and (17), by using the real transformation matrix R in
493(12). The initial measured position was assumed as same
494as the real initial position to avoid the problem of the algo-
495rithm initiation and convergence. The errors were mea-
496sured by taking the difference between the real and the
497measured positions. Then, the error �rðtÞ was calculated by
498the proposed formula in (37). The error �b1ðtÞ was deter-
499mined by integrating � _b1ðtÞ obtained from (28). Finally, the
500error �a1ðtÞ was obtained by integrating the error � _a1ðtÞ
501found by using (35). Whether measured or calculated, the
502errors �a1ðtÞ and �b1ðtÞ can reach values much greater than
5032p. So, we subtracted the complete rotations of 2np from
504those errors. The rates of change _a1ðtÞ, _b1ðtÞ, and _rðtÞ were
505assumed to vary as:

_a1ðtÞ ¼Ba1 þAa1 sin ðAa1 tÞ
_b1ðtÞ ¼Bb1 þAb1 sin ðAb1tÞ
_rðtÞ ¼Br þAr sin ð10ptÞ

(40)

507507

508where Aa1 , Ba1 , Ab1 , Bb1 , Ar Br are constants. Three exam-
509ples were solved. The values of the used constants in each
510example are listed in Table 2. The examples listed the table
511were chosen to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed for-
512mulas in as different cases as possible within the allowed
513page limits. In all examples the range rwas assumed chang-
514ing at the same rate. This range rate was assumed more
515complicated (sinusoidal and DC) than the other rates.
516The results obtained from solving Example I, Example II
517and Example III are depicted in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

5183.3.1 Example I

519In this example, _b1 was assumed zero, as if the sensor does
520not change its elevation. Thus, the error �b1ðtÞ was obtained
521to be zero whether by measuring or by using the proposed
522formulas. The azimuth rate was assumed pure sinusoidal.
523As you can see in Fig. 1a, the calculated and measure errors
524of the range �r coincide. Keep in mind that �r depends on
525kðtÞ which is a function of the azimuth and elevation from
526(29). Since the elevation was assumed constant, kðtÞ is a
527function of the azimuth only which in turn was assumed
528changing sinusoidally. That explains the sinusoidal nature
529of the error �r. Further, the magnitude of �r is increasing
530because it depends on rðtÞ as you can see in (37), and rðtÞ
531was assumed increasing. Moreover, we can note that the
532magnitude of �r is insignificant, in general. The reason
533behind that is the fact that kðtÞ is very close to 2, and this
534makes the error almost zero, as noted before. On the other
535hand, Fig. 1b depicts the error �a1ðtÞ. We can see that the
536measured and calculated errors do not coincide completely.

TABLE 2
Parameters Used for the Two Examples

Example I Example II Example III

Aa1 (rad/s) 10p 0 8:5p
Ba1 (rad/s) 0 0 0
Ab1 (rad/s) 0 0 1:5p
Bb1 (rad/s) 0 10p 0
Ar (m/s) 0.2 0.2 0.2
Br (m/s) 0.3 0.3 0.3
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537 That is because the proposed formulas give an estimate of
538 the error. However, considering the high rate of change
539 assumed for the azimuth in this example, the results can be
540 considered satisfactory, at least to predict the rate of change
541 of the error.

542 3.3.2 Example II

543 In this example, the azimuth was assumed fixed ( _a1ðtÞ ¼ 0),
544 and hence the error �a1ðtÞwas obtained to be zero whether by
545 measuring or by using the proposed formulas. The elevation
546 was assumed changing at a constant rate ( _b1ðtÞ ¼ 10p), and
547 the rate of the range was assumed as in Example I. Fig. 2a
548 shows the measured and calculated error �r. One more time,
549 both errors coincide. In addition, we notice that the error is
550 changing steadily because _b1 is constant. The increase in the
551 magnitude is due to the increase of r, as explained earlier in
552 Example I. On the other hand, Fig. 2b depicts the error �b1ðtÞ.
553 Obviously, the error is increasing steadily because _b was
554 assumed constant. The estimated error in this case does not
555 coincide completelywith themeasured error, because the pro-
556 posed formulas give merely an estimate of this error. How-
557 ever, we claim that the results are satisfactory, especially if the
558 rate of change is not so high.

5593.3.3 Example III

560This example represents a worse situation in which the
561position of the sensor changes in all coordinates, and the
562rates of change _a1ðtÞ and _b1ðtÞ were both assumed of sinu-
563soidal nature. One can see in Fig. 3 that the measured errors
564�rðtÞ and �b1ðtÞ almost coincide with the calculated values.
565However, the measured and calculated values of the error
566�a1ðtÞ do not coincide, in general. Deeper look at Fig. 3b
567shows that the traces of the measured and calculated error
568�a1ðtÞ differ only at the discontinuities or jumps. Those
569jumps take place when the error changes abruptly by large
570values or when it exceeds 2p because we subtract the full
571rotations. This results from the error propagation phenome-
572non explained earlier and modeled by the factor cos ðb1 �
573�b1Þ in the denominator in (35). Thus, whenever the quantity
574b1 � �b1 ! �ð2nþ 1Þ p2 from the left or the right, a jump will
575occur. Apparently, the magnitude of each jump differs
576between the calculated and the measured values because
577the reciprocal of the factor cos ðb1 � �b1Þ is so sensitive
578around the singularities. Here, let us remember that the azi-
579muth error �a1ðtÞ is calculated by integrating the error � _a1ðtÞ
580as in (26). The integration thus adds to the randomness of
581those jumps. In order to illustrate the previous argument,
582see Fig. 4 that shows the measured and the calculated val-
583ues of the error in the rate of change of the azimuth angle

Fig. 1. The errors obtained for Example I: (a) �rðtÞ (b) �a1 ðtÞ. Measured
(solid red) and calculated from the proposed formulas (dotted-dashed
black). The measured and the calculated error �b1 ðtÞ were obtained to
be zero.

Fig. 2. The errors obtained for Example II: (a) �rðtÞ (b) �b1 ðtÞ. Measured
(solid red) and calculated from the proposed formulas (dotted-dashed
black). Themeasured and calculated error �a1 ðtÞwere obtained to be zero.
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584 � _a1ðtÞ for Example III. Obviosly, the measured and calcu-
585 lated values of the error � _a1ðtÞ coincide except at the discon-
586 tinuities around the singularities. This, in addition to the
587 integration and randomness of the jump, explains the differ-
588 ence between the measured and calculated values of the
589 error �a1ðtÞ.
590 In conclusion, we showed that the proposed formulas
591 can predict the errors with very good accuracy. As the

592speed of the sensor increases, the results obtained from the
593proposed formulas diverge from the real values, especially
594around the singularities where random jumps are encoun-
595tered. In any case, the proposed formulas can predict the
596times of those jumps but not their magnitudes. Further-
597more, we note that the accuracy of the used algorithm is not
598as reliable as expected. To elucidate, note that the errors are
599increasing with time and exploding in some moments
600(around singularities) although the rates of change of the
601azimuth and elevation angles were assumed in all examples
602less than 10p rad/s, namely 5 Hz. However, one can thank
603that this can be sufficient for biomechanical movements.

6044 VARYING ORIENTATION

605In the previous section, we analyzed the errors in measuring
606the position of the sensor assuming the orientation constant.
607Unfortunately, quantifying the errors in orientation meas-
608urements is more complicated than describing the errors in
609position measurements. Assuming the position is constant
610may look like a good start. Even with this assumption,
611describing the errors in orientation measurements could be
612infeasible not only due to the complexity of the transforma-
613tion matrix R in (12), but also due to the complex rules in
614(18) that are used to transform the incremental measured
615Euler angles from the tracking frame to the source frame
616and the error propagation encountered with these rules.
617However, two important results can be drawn about the ori-
618entation measurements from the numerical simulations.
619First, the errors in measuring the orientation is significant
620even when the position is assumed fixed, and they can be
621larger than the errors in measuring the position. Let us con-
622sider, for example, a sensor which changes its orientation as:

_c1ðtÞ ¼ _u1ðtÞ ¼ _f1ðtÞ ¼ 2p sin ð2ptÞ: (41)
624624

625For simulation purposes, the real orientation of the sensor
626was modeled as follows:

c1ðtþ dtÞ
u1ðtþ dtÞ
f1ðtþ dtÞ

2
4

3
5 ¼

c1ðtÞ
u1ðtÞ
f1ðtÞ

2
4

3
5þ

_c1ðtÞ
_u1ðtÞ
_f1ðtÞ

2
4

3
5dt; (42)

628628

Fig. 3. The errors obtained for Example III: (a) �rðtÞ (b) �a1 ðtÞ and (c)
�b1 ðtÞ. Measured (solid red) and calculated from the proposed formulas
(dotted-dashed black).

Fig. 4. The error in the azimuth rate of change � _a1 ðtÞ obtained for Exam-
ple III. Measured (solid red) and calculated from the proposed formulas
(dotted-dashed black).
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629 where dt was assumed one tenth of DTu, as before. The ini-
630 tial orientation of the sensor was assumed at ðc0; u0;f0Þ ¼
631 ð0; 0; 0Þ. The measured orientation was found by the algo-
632 rithm described in [17], specifically by using (15), (16) and
633 (18), by using the real transformation matrix R in (12). The
634 initial measured orientation was assumed as same as the
635 real initial orientation. The errors were measured by taking
636 the difference between the real and the measured orienta-
637 tions. Then, a complete rotation of 2p was subtracted

638whenever the angles exceeded 2p. The results are shown in
639Fig. 5. Apparently, the orientation errors are changing with
640time because the Euler angles were assumed changing with
641time. One can also note that the errors reach levels up to
642approximately 2p rad although the rate of change of the ori-
643entation angles was assumed 2p rad/s i.e., 1 Hz.
644The second observation that we could note from our sim-
645ulations is that the orientation change does not affect the
646accuracy of the proposed formulas to describe the errors in
647the position measurements, as long as the rate of change of
648the orientation is not so large. To illustrate that observation,
649let us repeat Example III from the previous section by con-
650sidering changing orientation as in (42). The results are
651depicted in Fig. 6. Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 6, one can
652note that the difference between the measured and the cal-
653culated values of the errors is still small even when the ori-
654entation changes. Note also that the error � _a1ðtÞ at fixed
655orientation from Fig. 3, that was repeated in Fig. 6b for com-
656parison, is still close to the error � _a1ðtÞ at changing orienta-
657tion, if the jumps around the sigularities are neglected, as
658explained before. Hence, we can say that the proposed for-
659mulas of the errors in position measurements are accurate
660even when the orientation changes, as long as the rate of
661change of the orientation is slow.

6625 DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK

663A natural next step is to empirically verify the suggested
664model. This could be done by forcing the EMTS through
665known, dynamic trajectories and comparing the EMTS out-
666put to the actual trajectories to quantify the dynamic errors.
667While conduction of empirical verification is outside the
668scope of this paper, in the following we give a brief outline
669of a possible setup and procedure for carrying out this
670experiment. Ideally, the apparatus used for the experimen-
671tal investigation will allow the sensor to be moved around
672the source in all six DOF separately as well as any combina-
673tions thereof. A proposed solution is illustrated in Fig. 7.
674Here, the sensor is attached to the tip of a rigid, non-metallic
675pylon extending from the distal end of a 6-DOF robot
676manipulator, said pylon being long enough to allow for the
677planned sensor trajectories while continually observing the
678EMTS manufacturer’s recommended distances to metallic
679objects (i.e., the robot).
680At any time during the experiment the sensor’s 6-DOF
681position can be deduced from the robot’s intrinsic joint sen-
682sor outputs and an appropriate kinematic model. If unmod-
683eled elastic deflection of the pylon or the robot itself is a
684concern, the sensor can be equippedwith lightweight, reflec-
685tive markers and tracked with an optical motion tracking
686system (Relevant manufacturers of optical motion tracking
687systems are Vicon, OptiTrack, Qualisys and similar), which
688will provide ground truth data for the sensor’s actual move-
689ments. Alternatively, or additionally, the EMTS sensor can
690be equipped with inertial sensors to provide ground truth
691data on acceleration and angular velocity. All ground truth
692data can be combined in e.g., a Kalman filter to provide opti-
693mally correct values. The resulting errors of this ground
694truth system will decide the accuracy of the eventual experi-
695mental verification, its magnitude depending on the exact
696equipment selected; further details on this are outside the

Fig. 5. The errors of orientation measurements when the Euler angles
change as in (41) and fixed position: (a) �c1

ðtÞ (b) �u1 ðtÞ and (c) �f1 ðtÞ.
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697 scope of this paper, except to say that equipment of sufficient
698 performance should be readily available. Any applicable cal-
699 ibration of the robot, EMTS and ground truth system should
700 be completed prior to further data acquisition. The robot
701 may then be programmed to put the sensor in different static
702 6-DOF positions to experimentally establish the overall

703system’s static accuracy and precision. Finally, the robot is
704programmed to implement sensor movements such as those
705simulated in Subsection III.C to experimentally quantify the
706EMTS’ dynamic errors. This can be repeated at different dis-
707tances from the source and using a range of velocities and
708accelerations to establish the errors’ dependency on these
709parameters.

7106 CONCLUSION

711In this work a theoretical analysis of the dynamic error in
712position measurements by Polhemus EMTS was performed
713based on their published algorithm as described in [17].
714There are several sources of errors in such systems. The cur-
715rent work discussed one source of the error, in particular
716the linearization. Formulas to estimate the error in position
717measurements that results from the sensor motion at fixed
718orientation in terms of the position and the speed of the sen-
719sor in spherical coordinates were derived. Numerical simu-
720lations were executed to compare the error estimated by the
721proposed formulas with the error measured from the simu-
722lations. The proposed formulas were given in spherical
723coordinates, but the corresponding formulas in Cartesian
724coordinates can be easily found if preferred. In addition, the
725proposed formulas can be modified by increasing the
726update time to account for other time gaps such as process-
727ing time and multiplexing (if any) time, if more accurate
728estimates are required. The results of our simulations
729showed that the proposed formulas are accurate for the
730error in distance and elevation measurements. The error in
731azimuth measurement estimated by the proposed formulas
732did not coincide with the measured one due to the error
733propagation phenomenon that results in error explosion
734around the singularities of the transfer function. However,
735the proposed formulas could predict the singularities.
736Besides, if the manufacturer measures to avoid the jumps
737due to these singularities are known, the estimated error by
738using the proposed formulas would coincided with the
739measured error. Simulations of varying orientation were
740also carried out and showed that the error in orientation
741measurements is, in general, larger than the error in posi-
742tion measurements.
743Moreover, the numerical simulations showed that the
744proposed formulas to estimate the error in position meas-
745urements are still acceptable with changing orientation, as
746long as the rates of change of the Euler angles are not large.

Fig. 7. Suggested experimental setup with robot (A), pylon (B), EMTS
sensor (C) and source (D). Optional: reflective marker cluster (E), optical
motion tracking cameras (F) and/or sensor mounted inertial sensors (not
shown) for ground truth measurements. Components not to scale, num-
ber of cameras and markers arbitrary.

Fig. 6. The errors obtained for Example III when the orientation changes
as in (41): (a) �rðtÞ (b) �a1 ðtÞ and (c) �b1 ðtÞ. Measured (solid blue) and cal-
culated from the proposed formulas (dotted-dashed black)
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747 The proposed formulas predict that the error increases with
748 motion, in general. In addition, they imply that the error
749 explodes around the singularities of the transfer function.
750 Those conclusions were confirmed by the simulations. This,
751 however, does not mean that Polhemus EMTS are unreliable.
752 Those conclusions imply that some preventive measures are
753 taken to compensate for this type of error, e.g redundancy of
754 sensors. Unfortunately, since the manufacturers are discreet
755 about the details of their algorithm, we can not be sure. In any
756 case, the proposed formulas can be used by themanufacturers
757 to improve their system and by any researcher who is inter-
758 ested in a profound error analysis. Besides, this error model
759 applies to any algorithmofmotion detection that exploits sim-
760 ilarmethod of linearization.Q2
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